
Pandolfo Alluminio

ALUMINIUM POWDER COATING



aluminium and its colours 

Pandolfo Alluminio is renowned for the quality of its aluminium surface

treatments, not least by virtue of the company’s 20 years experience in

powder coating.

Having acquired considerable know-how in process design and mana-

gement, and continuously upgraded its systems, Pandolfo Alluminio

is able to offer a surface finish equal to every expectation.

The powder-coating process is run on an advanced automated vertical

system at the Pandolfo Alluminio manufacturing premises in Feltre,

which offers an annual output capacity of 2.7 million square metres.

All steps of the process are closely controlled, guaranteeing qua-

lity and repeatability of the finish. The powder-coating process has

received the european QUALICOAT certification.

La cura della superficie di alluminio è uno dei punti di forza di Pandolfo

Alluminio che da più di 20 anni è attiva nel settore della verniciatura a

polveri.

La lunga esperienza nella messa a punto dei processi e l’ammoderna-

mento continuo degli impianti consente di offrire una superficie che

risponde al massimo delle aspettative.

Il processo di verniciatura viene realizzato da un avanzato impianto

automatico di tipo verticale dislocato nello stabilimento Pandolfo

Alluminio di Feltre, con una capacità annua di 2.7 milioni di m
2

. Tutte le

fasi operative sono gestite accuratamente da un software dedicato che

garantisce qualità e ripetibilità dei trattamenti. Il processo di vernicia-

tura ha ricevuto il marchio di qualità QUALICOAT.

alluminio a colori
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presentation and sales information

This catalogue illustrates the powder coating service offered by

Pandolfo Alluminio for aluminium profiles, and aluminium components

in general.

Information

All enquiries for technical and sales information relating to products

shown in the catalogue should be addressed to the Sales division of

Pandolfo Alluminio in Italy.

Pandolfo Alluminio

Sales Department

Via della Provvidenza 143

35030 Rubano (PD) - Italy

Tel. +39 049 82 26 060

Fax +39 049 82 26 030

e-mail export@pandolfoalluminio.com

Orders

All orders should be faxed to the sales department on the number

indicated, and must show the following information:

• Pandolfo Alluminio profile code  

(alternatively, attach a drawing of the profile, showing the section to be coated)

• Pandolfo Alluminio code for the selected colour, and the 

thickness of the coating

• alloy, bar length and quantity of material to be coated

Fax Orders to +39 049 82 26 030
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presentation and sales information

Supply conditions

Maximum length of bars 7200 mm

Maximum weight of bars 40 kg (for heavier weights, contact 

the sales department)

Depth of powder coating 60 microns minimum

Finishes gloss Gloss 71 to 100 units

satin Gloss 31 to 70 units

matt Gloss 0 to 30 units

Quality testing

The protective film provided by powder coating undergoes quality

control procedures in conformity with QUALICOAT specifications

and with European standards EN 12206-1.

Guided tour of the powder coating process

Pandolfo Alluminio technical staff will be pleased to provide

customers with a demonstration of the features and potential

offered by the company's powder coating facilities.

A visit can be arranged simply by contacting the Sales department.
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brief introduction to powder coating

Powder coating

Powder coating consists essentially in depositing pigments and binders

(in the form of powders) onto the surface of aluminium, which then form

a close bond with the surface when suitably dried and oven cured. This

produces a uniform and homogeneous paint film over the surface of the

metal, which on the one hand provides optimum protection against cor-

rosion from weathering and chemical attack, and on the other affords

a practically limitless range of colour options and “special effects”.

This combination of attributes has made powder coating the process

of choice in many sectors, such as building, where structural or

decorative members often exposed to the elements are required to

retain high visual quality.

The use of powders in place of liquids has been standard practice

now in the paint industry for many years, given the notable advanta-

ges of the dry process: powders are immediately ready for use; losses

of material during the application process are minimal; the resulting

paint film presents a higher degree of polymerization, and so forth…

The powder coating process used by Pandolfo Alluminio is certified

by leading manufacturers of powders as being appropriate for the

correct and reliable application of their products.

Essentially two types of powders are used: polyester for outdoor

applications, and epoxy-polyester for indoor.

CCoolloouurr

The powder-coating process can be set up to reproduce all colours

of standard international scales (RAL, NCS, etc.); in addition, powder-

coatings can be customized in a more or less infinite range of colou-

ring and shading nuances. Each colour is finalized in collaboration

with the powder manufacturer and identified by a unique designation

code; in this way, the process can always be guaranteed to turn out

items with a stable and repeatable colour finish.   
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brief introduction to powder coating

BBrriigghhttnneessss

The brightness of the paint finish represents the capacity of the surface

to reflect light. In other words, making the surface “bright” to a greater

or lesser degree. Degrees of brightness are divided generally into three

categories: 

Category 1 (matt) from  0 to 30 units (gloss) 

Category 2  (satin) from  31 to 70 units  

Category 3  (gloss) from  71 to 100 units  

The brightness of the paint is measured applying standard EN ISO 2813,

to guarantee conformity with customer specifications.

FFiinniisshheess

Using powders of the appropriate type, surfaces can be produced with

special finishes. Among those offered in the Pandolfo Alluminio range

are metallic, sable and other special effects.
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The process

Powder coating is carried out employing a process that includes key

steps preceding and following the actual coating operation.

Each of these steps is very important in ensuring that the coating

will be visually acceptable and stay technically reliable over time.

With continuous monitoring and scheduled maintenance carried out

on the process by Pandolfo Alluminio, the quality of the powder

coated product is guaranteed.

DDeeggrreeaassiinngg

This step serves to remove the dirt and pollutants deposited on the

surface during the course of upstream processing operations, tran-

sport and storage. If residues are not removed, they can negate the

action of the subsequent pickling step and favour the emergence of

defects and corrosion. Degreasing in the Pandolfo Alluminio pro-

cess is accomplished using suitable chemical agents at a temperature

of 50 °C, followed by rinsing.

6

brief introduction to powder coating
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brief introduction to powder coating

PPiicckklliinngg

The function of this step is to remove the oxide layer that forms

naturally on the surface, which if not eliminated can prevent the

subsequent passivation step from acting homogeneously across the

whole of the area to be coated.

The criteria for Qualicoat certification specify the removal of at

least 1 gram/m2 of aluminium from the surface in order to guarantee

its complete deoxidation.

The method selected by Pandolfo Alluminio is one of using acid baths

such as will provide faultless control over the degree to which

material is removed from the surface, by regulating the concentra-

tion of fluorides.

SSuurrffaaccee  ccoonnvveerrssiioonn  ((ppaassssiivvaattiioonn))

This is a pivotal stage of the process that serves to “convert” a layer

of the surface into a coating such as will guarantee resistance to

corrosion, and at the same time provide a good key to which the pow-

ders can anchor firmly. To underscore the importance of this step,

one need only mention that when coatings are applied to materials

which have been both degreased and passivated, their corrosion resi-

stance in salt fog (the approved test for verifying the resistance of

coating films — see chapter on controls) increases from 300 to more

than 1000 hours.
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brief introduction to powder coating

PPoowwddeerr  ccooaattiinngg

Aluminium profiles are powder coated in most instances adopting an

electrostatic process whereby the particles of dry paint powder are

charged electrostatically and then sprayed from special guns onto

the profiles, these being connected electrically to earth. The diffe-

rence in electrical potential causes the powder to adhere uniformly

to the surface of the profile, even in corners and tight spaces.

At Pandolfo Alluminio, powder coating takes place in two spray

booths, one for whites, and one for all colours other than white.

Operating in each booth is a spray robot equipped with 16 guns.

A specially designed system for replacing the walls and cleaning the

extraction equipment ensures that changeovers from one colour to

another are particularly swift.

PPoollyymmeerriizzaattiioonn

After being coated, the profiles are transferred to the curing ovens

where they remain for around 30 minutes at an average temperature of

180 °C.

This step serves to stabilize the bond between the paint molecules and

to anchor the paint fully to the surfaces of the product.

It is particularly important that a uniform temperature be applied over

the entire profile, and monitored continuously to guarantee the quality

of the end result.

On exiting the ovens, the profiles are cooled and then conveyed to the

unloading platform for packaging or for further processing.
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brief introduction to powder coating

Controls

There are numerous types of quality control serving to verify parti-

cular characteristics of the powder coating; moreover, these are

conducted in accordance with European and international standards

and certified by recognized quality labels. There are substantially

two types of control: 

process control: all characteristics and parameters of the coating

process are verified to ensure their consistency in terms of techno-

logy, procedure and instrumentation, to ensure that the quality of

the coating produced responds to set standards.

product control: specimens of powder coated products undergo

laboratory tests to verify the quality, reliability and strength of the

powder coating.

Listed below are the main tests conducted at facilities operated by

the Pandolfo Alluminio group, together with the pertinent reference

standards.
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brief introduction to powder coating

BBrriigghhttnneessss

Brightness is measured with a Glossmeter directing light at an inci-

dent angle of 60°. The value measured must be with +/- 5 units (gloss)

of the value specified for category 1 (matt), +/- 7 for category 2

(satin) and +/- 10 for category 3 (gloss). The test must be conducted

in accordance with standard EN ISO 2813.

FFiillmm  tthhiicckknneessss

This is measured by the induced currents method. The thickness is sam-

pled at a number of points (at least 5) on a significant surface. The

average must be higher than the specification value and no single

point measured must ever be less than 80% of the expected thickness.

The minimum thickness of a powder coating film is 60 microns. 

The test must be conducted in accordance with standard EN ISO 2360.

AAddhheessiioonn

This test is conducted by making a number of spaced incisions in the

coating, whereupon adhesive tape is applied over the surface and then

pulled off at a stroke, checking that none of the coating is lifted by

the tape.

The test must be conducted in accordance with standard EN ISO 2409.

IImmpprreessssiioonn  rreessiissttaannccee

This is gauged by measuring the resistance offered by the paint film to

penetration by a special test tool. 

The test must be conducted in accordance with standard EN ISO 2815.
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brief introduction to powder coating

BBeennddiinngg  rreessiissttaannccee

A specimen of coated material is flexed so as to test the response of

the paint film to bending stress.

In practice, this means checking that the coating neither cracks nor

lifts when the test specimen is bent over a special mandrel.

The test must be conducted in accordance with standard EN ISO 1519.

MMaacchhuu  TTeesstt

This is an accelerated corrosion test designed to test the adhesion

of a paint under damp conditions. 

An incision is made in the specimen, which is then immersed for 48

hours in a saline/acetic acid solution.

AAcciidd  SSaalltt  SSpprraayy  tteesstt

This is an accelerated test simulating extreme atmospheric conditions

(acid and salt). An incision is made in a specimen, and the specimen then

exposed to an artificial acid salt fog for 1000 hours.

These are some of the methods most commonly used to test the quality

of powder coated products. Other types of tests are conducted routi-

nely to check the quality parameters stated in the supply specification.



brief introduction to powder coating

Quality labels

In addition to the standards published by CEN, European markets also

observe the QUALICOAT system, devised by European associations of

powder coating enterprises during the 1980s. The purpose of this

label is to establish a high level of quality for powder coatings

applied to aluminium components utilized particularly in the building

sector. QUALICOAT specifications are based on exacting and strin-

gent international standards.

The label is granted only for plants and installations able to operate

in total compliance with these standards.

Companies holding a QUALICOAT licence undergo periodic inspections

by independent testing agencies.

The powder coating plant installed at the premises of Pandolfo

Alluminio is holder of Qualicoat licence n° 720.

Within the scope of its QUALICOAT licence, Pandolfo Alluminio also has

certification to SEASIDE class (meeting QUALIMARINE specification),

confirming process capability in respect of this special pretreatment

utilized on surfaces that will be exposed to the risk of filiform corro-

sion, typically the case with aluminium profiles installed in particularly

aggressive environments such as coastal and seafront locations.

This particular application is available on request.
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standard colours and effects

312 1013 BIANCO PERLA Gloss Polyester

342 1013 BIANCO PERLA Satin Polyester

565 1013 BIANCO PERLA Matt Polyester

487 1014 AVORIO Gloss Polyester

343 1015 AVORIO CHIARO Gloss Polyester

341 1019 BEIGE GRIGIO Gloss Polyester

484 9001 BIANCO CREMA Gloss Polyester

311 9001 BIANCO CREMA Satin Polyester

383 9002 BIANCO GRIGIO Gloss Polyester

434  9003 BIANCO SEGNALE Gloss Polyester

301 9010 BIANCO PANDOLFO Gloss Polyester

310 9010 BIANCO Gloss Polyester

459 9010 BIANCO PANDOLFO Satin Polyester

578  9010 BIANCO PANDOLFO Matt Polyester

447 9016 BIANCO TRAFFICO Gloss Polyester

460 9016 BIANCO TRAFFICO Satin Polyester

557 9016 BIANCO TRAFFICO Matt Polyester

364 BIANCO BOX Gloss Epoxy polyester

440 BIANCO 21 Satin Polyester

494 BIANCO AZZURRATO Satin Polyester

497 BIANCO 210 Gloss Polyester

594 BIANCO CAMPER Gloss Polyester

306 7001 GRIGIO ARGENTO Gloss Polyester

595 7001 GRIGIO ARGENTO  Matt Polyester

337 7002 GRIGIO OL. Gloss Polyester

553 7004 GRIGIO SEGNALE Gloss Polyester

376 7005 GRIGIO TOPO Gloss Polyester

453 7010 GRIGIO TENDA Gloss Polyester

469 7011 GRIGIO FERRO Gloss Polyester

372 7012 GRIGIO BASALTO Gloss Polyester

359 7015 GRIGIO ARDESIA Gloss Polyester

329 7016 GRIGIO ANTRACITE Satin Polyester

483 7016 GRIGIO ANTRACITE Gloss Polyester

626 7021 GRIGIO SCURO Matt Polyester

607 7022 GRIGIO UMBRO Matt Polyester

338 7023 GRIGIO CALCESTRUZZO Gloss Polyester

442 7024 GRIGIO GRAFITE Gloss Polyester

585 7024 GRIGIO GRAFITE Matt Polyester

373 7026 GRIGIO GRANITO Gloss Polyester

458 7030 GRIGIO PIETRA Gloss Polyester

429 7032 GRIGIO SILICE Gloss Polyester

305 7035 GRIGIO LUCE Gloss Polyester

414 7036 GRIGIO PLATINO Gloss Polyester

438 7037 GRIGIO POLVERE Gloss Polyester

629 7037 GRIGIO POLVERE Polyester

377 7038 GRIGIO AGATA Gloss Polyester

339 7039 GRIGIO QUARZO Gloss Polyester

422 7040 GRIGIO FINESTA Gloss Polyester

388 7042 GRIGIO TRAFFICO Gloss Polyester

503 7043 GRIGIO TRAFFICO Epoxy polyester

505 7044 GRIGIO SETA     Polyester

634 7045 TELEGRIGIO Matt Polyester

375 GRIGIO RAGGRINZATO          Epoxy polyester

550 GRIGIO MANGANESE         Matt Epoxy polyester

Code RAL Description Brightness Powder

Whites

Greys

The following pages illustrate the programme of standard colours and effects offered

by Pandolfo Alluminio. This presentation of the company’s powder coating range is not

exhaustive, but serves to provide a general overview of the most popular colours.

Many other colour and shading options are available on request.



Blacks

Yellows 

Reds 

Blues

Greens

Browns 
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Standard colours and effects

327 9005 NERO PROFONDO Gloss Polyester

399 9005 NERO PROFONDO Satin Polyester

357 9005 NERO PROFONDO Matt Polyester

454 9005 NERO BUGNATO Satin Epoxy polyester

457 1003 GIALLO SEGNALE Gloss  Polyester

307 1004 GIALLO ORO Gloss  Polyester

308  1007 GIALLO CROMO Gloss  Polyester

425   1018 GIALLO ZINCO Gloss  Polyester

413 2001 ROSSO ARANCIO Gloss Polyester

314 3000 ROSSO FUOCO Gloss  Polyester

316 3003 ROSSO RUBINO Gloss  Polyester

371 3005 ROSSO VINO Gloss  Polyester

317 3009 ROSSO OSSIDO Gloss Polyester

464 3020 ROSSO SEGNALE Gloss Polyester

325 5003 BLU ZAFFIRO Gloss Polyester

323 5007 BLU BRILLANTE Gloss Polyester

589 5008 BLU GRIGIO  Matt  Polyester

324  5010 BLU GENZIANA Gloss Polyester

379 5012 BLU CHIARO Gloss  Polyester

328 5013 BLU COBALTO Gloss Polyester

495 5013 BLU COBALTO  Matt Polyester

416 5014 BLU COLOMBA Gloss Polyester

348 5015 BLU CIELO Gloss Polyester

424 5017 BLU SEGNALE Gloss Polyester

374 5018 BLU TURCHESE Gloss Polyester

481 5019 BLU CAPRI Gloss   Polyester

349 5021 BLU ACQUA Gloss  Polyester

392 5024 BLU PASTELLO Matt Polyester

418 6000 VERDE PATINA Gloss Polyester

302 6002 VERDE FOGLIA Gloss  Polyester

303 6005 VERDE MUSCHIO Gloss  Polyester

333 6005 VERDE MUSCHIO Satin  Polyester

423 6009 VERDE ABETE Gloss  Polyester

304 6011 VERDE RESENA Gloss Polyester

331 6012 VERDE SCURO Gloss  Polyester

395 6013 VERDE CANNA Gloss Polyester

334 6015 VERDE OLIVA Gloss Polyester

437 6019 VERDE BIANCO Gloss Polyester

552 6028 VERDE PINO   Gloss Polyester

405 6029 VERDE MENTA  Gloss Polyester

390  8001 MARRONE  OCRA Gloss Polyester

486 8003 MARRONE TERRA Gloss Polyester

452 8007 MARRONE CAMOSCIO Gloss Polyester

318 8011 MARRONE N. Gloss Polyester

566 8011 MARRONE NOCE Matt Polyester

320 8014 MARRONE SEPPIA Gloss Polyester

586 8015 MARRONE CASTAGNO Gloss Polyester

319 8016 MARRONE MOGANO Gloss Polyester

321 8017 MARRONE CIOCCOLATO Polyester

465 8017 MARRONE CIOCCOLATO Satin Polyester

511 8017 MARRONE CIOCCOLATO Matt Polyester

322 8019 MARRONE GRIGIO Gloss Polyester

461 8023 MARRONE ARANCIO Gloss Polyester

394 8025 MARRONE PALL. Gloss Polyester

Code RAL Description Brightness Powder
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Standard colours and effects

Code RAL Description Brightness Powder

427  9006 ALLUMINIO METALLIZZATO Gloss Polyester

432 9006 ALLUMINIO METALLIZZATO Matt Polyester

579 9006 GRIGIO  Gloss Polyester

560 9006 ALLUMINIO Matt Polyester

433   9007 ALLUMINIO METALLIZZATO Matt Polyester

596 9007 GRIGIO ALLUMINIO  Gloss Polyester

655 9007 GRIGIO ALLUMINIO  Matt Polyester

443 BIANCO MAREZZATO Matt Polyester

360 GRIGIO MAREZZATO Matt Polyester

361 VERDE MAREZZATO Matt Polyester

363 BORDEAU MAREZZATO Matt       Polyester

362 MARRON MAREZZATO Matt        Polyester

428 MARRONE MARMO ANTICO Matt    Polyester

445 BIANCO MARMO ANTICO Matt    Polyester

439 GRIGIO MARMO ANTICO Matt    Polyester

444 VERDE MARMO ANTICO Matt    Polyester

627 GRIS 150 SABLE’             Polyester

523 GRIS 400 SABLE’             Polyester

540 GRIS 900 SABLE’ Polyester

500 NOIR 100 SABLE’ Polyester

541 NOIR 200 SABLE’             Polyester

601 ROUGE 100 SABLE’            Polyester

507 BLEU 600 SABLE’             Polyester

518 BLEU 700 SABLE’

525 VERT 500 SABLE’ Polyester

597 ALLUMINIO BONDABRITE               Matt    Polyester

532 MANGANESE Polyester

504 MARRON D’INDE  Polyester

531 ACIER                       Polyester

508 BALTIC                      Polyester

599 BRONZO SCURO  BONDABRITE Matt Polyester

402 BRONZO SCURO Matt Polyester

534 CANON                       Polyester

533 CUIVRE                      Polyester

513 GALET                       Polyester

602 PETROL                   Matt Polyester

646 9007 BRITEBOND    Matt Polyester

Metallic

Moiré

Marble

Sable

Special
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